
Highlights from Lon's Rare Native Butterfly Project, 2015 Season 

 

Pipevine Swallowtail: maybe a breeding colony 

By 2014 I had about 40 small pipevine plants established, and in late July - early August about 30 of 

these suddenly had egg rafts, then caterpillars, of the pipevine swallowtail. A single female can only 

lay one or two rafts, and it is rather improbable that a group of females all gathered here from a 

distance elsewhere at the same time. A more plausible scenario is that a raft or two of eggs laid here in 

2013 successfully completed their life cycle, including overwintering, and metamorphosed into 

breeding adults as a group. Events in 2015 support this hypothesis. 

 

In May 2015, the 4- and 5-year-old pipevines came on lush, with little patches of leaves overlapping 

like green shingles on the brush piles, leaving me wondering how aggressive they might become. Not 

to worry! It was a rainy spring, and by June my prairie planting adjacent to the butterfly plantation was 

awash with blooming spiderwort. On June 7, I noticed several adult pipevine swallowtails nectaring 

among the spiderworts, which led me on a search which turned up several egg rafts and tiny 

caterpillars. Within a week, every single leaf on only the older pipevines had been eaten, and the 

younger plants left nearly untouched. This was 6 or 7 weeks earlier than they had appeared in past 

years. My hypothesis is that some survivors from 2014 had metamorphosed overwinter, and after 

venturing out in late spring for food and a mate (what else is important?) had returned to lay eggs on 

the very same plants where they had begun their own life cycle. The stripped plants ever so slowly 

responded over summer by sending out root suckers and gradually adding tiny leaves. I suppose that 

millions of years of coping with their obligates has taught them to keep a low profile and avoid 

becoming a tasty target again the same summer. 

 

The pipevine swallowtail is known to be double-brooded in Iowa in established populations (Schlicht, 

et al, and MJ Hatfield). So I anticipated a strong second brood on my plantation around late July - early 

August, which is when they appeared in past years. Wrong again! Only a few scattered caterpillars, and 

their easily recognized leaf damage, appeared on both older and younger plants. It was quite a cool 

summer, only three days where it barely reached 90 degrees, and my hypothesis is that the chrysalids 

from early summer decided that autumn was near and there wasn't time and opportunity to go through 

another entire life cycle in 2015, so they are now on hold awaiting summer 2016. Stay tuned. 

 

In addition to pipevines, the plantation also contains several dozen Virginia snakeroot plants, another 

native Aristolochia species also eaten by these caterpillars. While these butterflies tend to lay their egg 

rafts high on the pipevines, snakeroots are very low plants and somewhat lost in the understory near 

ground level. This may help keep their caterpillars more out of birds' search image. As in 2014, several 

snakeroots were thoroughly chewed up and may go on to contribute to the population in 2016. 

 

Spicebush Swallowtail: A lightweight observation year 

This year only one suspected adult spicebush swallowtail was observed. The females are nearly perfect 

mimics of the toxic pipevine swallowtails, and I had no intentions of running one down to capture it for 

documentation. The evidence comes from its loitering around spicebush shrubs, not pipevines, and later 

finding a couple of folded leaf nests characteristically made by their caterpillars. The mosquitoes were 

awful this summer and my loitering to observe was more brief than past years. But I think that the main 

reason for the weak showing is that our two previous winters were long and cold. The adults who visit 

me probably come from northern Missouri or western Illinois, and recent winters have likely reduced 

those populations, so there are fewer pioneers out exploring for new locations. If this winter (2015-

2016) starts a new trend of milder winters, my visiting population may increase in 2016 or 2017 and 

help confirm their origin, but so far, no evidence of a breeding colony. 



 

In the meantime, the spicebushes are growing vigorously, with perhaps 150 plants spread out over four 

acres, plus another 50 in a young hedgerow, spanning full sun to deep shade. The oldest, planted in 

2010, are now up to eight feet high by six feet wide. The leaves, when damaged, have a bitter lemon 

odor/flavor and they are hardly damaged by insects other than the caterpillars of the spicebush 

swallowtail. 

 

In some areas of the country, sassafras is also a target for these caterpillars, I have a small planting of 

sassafras, in full sun, but as of 2015 have seen no evidence of utilization by the spicebush caterpillars. 

 

Zebra Swallowtail: Also a lightweight observation year 

My plantation also contains more than a hundred native pawpaw trees, whose leaves are the sole food 

source for the caterpillars of the zebra swallowtail butterfly. Some of the oldest, planted in 2010 in 

favorable locations, are now more than 10 feet tall. This makes observation more difficult because the 

female butterfly lays single eggs, only on the topside of a leaf, about an inch from the petiole. In some 

years, the leaves also sustain noticeable damage from Japanese beetles, making my search more 

difficult. But the flying adult is unmistakable – a fast strong flyer whose bold black and white stripes 

create a steady pulsing flicker, which sort of reminds me of a fluorescent light tube starting to fail. 

 

In 2015 only two adults were seen and I could not distinguish male or female. But finding one 

caterpillar indicates that at least one female did visit, whether I noticed her or not. As with the 

spicebush swallowtail, so far there is no evidence of a breeding colony becoming established, probably 

for the same reasons. 

 

Giant swallowtail: New experiment 

This species is not so rare in Iowa, but I have only seen it a couple of times in four decades of living 

here. So in spring 2014 I planted a cluster of seven little hoptrees, one of two of the giant swallowtail 

caterpillar food plants. It may only be coincidence, but later in the summer a giant swallowtail cruised 

through my yard. No evidence of it visiting the hoptrees, but it could have been a male. In 2015, the 

little hoptrees were enveloped in a tangle of tall weeds and I neglected to clear it enough to look for 

evidence of the giant swallowtail. But in midsummer, a female was observed nectaring on monarda in 

my nearby prairie planting, easily identified by an oval yellow dot on the topside of each tail, which 

males do not have. 

 

Native honeysuckle and the ruby-throat hummingbird 

This is another new experiment, now with several years’ experience. Full-scale field trials begin next 

year. Will send you a separate report later this winter. 

 

The passionflowers and their obligate butterflies 

The passionflower family has its own tribe of obligate and semi-obligate butterflies. Most of both are 

tropical, but a few of each range northward. Last spring I began a new experiment with two plant 

species, but it will be several years before I learn enough about growth, shade, soils, predation, 

wintering over, etc., to be worth reporting to you. 

 


